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Une extension de SPARQLave logique temporelleRésumé : Les ativités d'intégration et de partage des données e�etuées dansle adre du Web sémantique onduisent à des bases de onnaissanes de grandetaille, qui doivent être interrogées, analysées et exploitées e�aement. Beauoupdes langages de représentation des onnaissanes utilisés dans le Web sémantiquesont basés sur des graphes orientés et étiquetés, qui peuvent également être ma-nipulés au moyen d'algorithmes et d'outils provenant d'autres domaines. Dans erapport, nous proposons une approhe pour analyser les graphes Rdf en réutilisantla tehnologie de véri�ation développée pour les systèmes onurrents. Dans ebut, nous dé�nissons une tradution du langage d'interrogation Sparql vers Xtl,un langage général de manipulation de graphes implémenté dans la boîte à outilsCadp pour la véri�ation des systèmes onurrents asynhrones. Cette tradutionpermet d'étendre naturellement le pouvoir expressif de Sparql en rajoutant desformules de logique temporelle Xtl aratérisant des séquenes, des arbres ou dessous-graphes généraux d'un graphe Rdf. Notre approhe a une performane om-parable ave elle des moteurs d'évaluation Sparql spéialisés, omme il est illustrépar des expérienes sur des graphes Rdf de grande taille.Mots-lés : Rdf, système de transitions étiquetées, évaluation de propriétés,Sparql, logique temporelle, véri�ation



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 31 IntrodutionDuring the last deade, the researh and development ativities performed within theframework of the Semanti Web [5℄ led to large and omplex knowledge bases repre-sented using the languages standardized by the World Wide Web (W3C) onsortium,suh as Owl [11℄ and Rdf [20℄. As the quantity of information ontained in stru-tured ontologies grows, the need for expressive languages and e�ient tools perform-ing onsisteny heking, querying, and exploration beomes more stringent. Severaltehnologies dediated to these aspets are now well-established, taking their roots indesription logis (reasoners for Owl ontologies, suh as FaCT++ [31℄), relationaldatabases (query languages for Rdf douments, suh as Sparql [29℄), or graph ma-nipulation (navigation languages for Xml [30℄ douments, suh as XPath [3℄). Thereent researh e�orts are oriented towards the integration of di�erent semanti fea-tures into the same language, as illustrated by the XQuery [6℄ language for queryingXml douments, whih ombines the path desription onstruts of XPath and therelational database operators of Sql [19℄.The knowledge bases built using the Semanti Web languages share a ommonunderlying semanti model, namely the direted, labeled graphs provided by theirrepresentation as Rdf douments. This allows the manipulation of knowledge basesby means of graph-based algorithms and tools available from other domains, suh asthe formal veri�ation of onurrent systems. In this paper, we propose an exten-sion of the Sparql language with temporal logi properties enabling to haraterizesequenes, trees, and/or yles in Rdf graphs. We ahieve this extension by reusingthe tehnology available in the Cadp [15℄ veri�ation toolbox for asynhronous, on-urrent systems. First, we give a sheme for enoding Rdf graphs into the ompatBg format used by Cadp for representing the state spaes of onurrent programs.Then, we devise a translation of Sparql queries into the Xtl [27℄ language usedby Cadp for exploring graphs enoded in the Bg format. Although originally de-�ned for the model heking of temporal logi operators extended with data, Xtlis a general-purpose funtional language able to desribe various kinds of graph ex-plorations, and proves to be useful also for enoding relational algebrai operators.Finally, we propose to extend the Sparql syntax with two new lauses enabling toevaluate temporal logi properties on nodes of the Rdf graph.To assess the usefulness of our approah, we arried out several query evaluationexperiments on Rdf graphs of inreasing size, by using both the Bg and Xtl-based approah and a speialized Sparql evaluation engine. The results obtainedshow that our approah yields omparable performane in memory and time w.r.t.the speialized one, and therefore an provide a useful alternative for querying andanalyzing Rdf graphs.
RR n° 7056



4 Mateesu, Meriot & RampaekRelated Work. Searhing the information ontained in graphs is a long-standingproblem in omputer siene. Sine the early works on graph querying that ledto the languages G [9℄ and Ceil [23℄, regular expressions and extensions thereofappeared as a handful means for haraterizing and searhing sequenes in diretedgraphs. Regular expressions have also been suessfully used in the database �eld asan extension of the traditional query mehanisms, for instane in the GraphLog [8℄language for searhing databases ontaining graphs or in the Lorel [1℄ language forquerying objet-oriented databases ontaining semi-strutured data.In the �eld of Semanti Web, several approahes were proposed for query-ing graphs, most of them having led to languages standardized by the W3C,suh as XPath, XQuery, and Sparql. More spei�ally related to Rdf, var-ious extensions of Sparql were proposed in order to inrease its expressiveness.SparqleR [21℄ and PSparql [2℄ are extensions of Sparql with regular expres-sions involving data, whih allow the haraterization of paths of arbitrary lengthin addition to the relational query mehanisms based on join operations. Otherextensions of Sparql with XPath operators, extended regular expressions (similarto those of the egrep Unix utility), and graph patterns, were inorporated into theArq1 evaluation engine or in additional libraries, suh as Gleen[12℄.The appliations of veri�ation in this setting so far were mainly foused onheking properties of the World Wide Web seen as a graph [10℄ and on the usageof model heking as evaluation engine for XPath queries [14℄. Our approah reliesupon the Bg environment for ompat graph representation equipped with Xtl, ageneral language able to desribe arbitrary �xed point omputations on graphs andto extrat and manipulate the data values ontained in transition labels. From thispoint of view, Xtl o�ers graph manipulation primitives of the same nature as thoseavailable in XQuery for searhing Xml douments, and allows to freely integraterelational and graph-based operations.Paper Outline. Setion 2 gives a quik overview of Rdf, Sparql, and the veri�-ation tehnology provided by the Cadp toolbox. Setion 3 desribes the enodingsof Rdf graphs as Ltss in the Bg format aepted by Cadp, the translation ofSparql queries to Xtl, and their extension with temporal logi properties. Se-tion 4 shows experimental results omparing the performane of our approah andof dediated Sparql evaluation engines on large Rdf graphs. Finally, Setion 5summarizes the results and gives diretions for future work.1http://jena.soureforge.net/ARQ
INRIA



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 52 BakgroundRDF and SPARQL. Rdf (Resoure Desription Framework) [20℄ is a knowl-edge representation language dediated to the annotation of resoures within theframework of the Semanti Web. An Rdf doument an be represented as a setof triples 〈subject , predicate, object〉, where the prediate (denoted by an Iri, anInternationalized Resoure Identi�er) expresses the relationship between a subjet(denoted by an Iri or a blank node) and an objet (denoted by an Iri, a blank nodeor a literal). Another equivalent representation is as a direted labeled graph inwhih nodes are labeled by subjets or objets, edges are labeled by prediates, andeah edge onneting two nodes orresponds to a triple relating the subjet label ofthe soure node to the objet label of the target node via the prediate label of theedge. The World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) de�ned two standardized syntaxesfor Rdf graphs: the N3 [4℄ notation and the Xml [30℄ serialization.To searh and extrat information from Rdf douments, the W3C de�ned theSparql [29℄ query language, whih takes its roots in the Sql [19℄ language used forquerying relational databases.CADP and XTL. Cadp2 (Constrution and Analysis of Distributed Pro-esses) [15℄ is a state-of-the-art veri�ation toolbox for asynhronous onurrentsystems. It has been applied over the years for validating over 110 industrialase-studies3 and for developing over 40 derived researh tools4. The toolbox a-epts as input several desription languages with proess algebrai �avour (suhas Lotos [18℄, Fsp [25℄, and Chp [26℄) and also lower-level formalisms suh as theExp [24℄ language for networks of ommuniating automata. All these languages areompiled into labeled transition systems (Ltss), whih are state/transition graphsrepresenting the behaviour of onurrent systems.Cadp provides several representations for Ltss, among whih the Bg (BinaryCoded Graphs) ompat �le format equipped with spei� ompression algorithmsand with a set of tools and libraries implementing various features (reading/writing,relabeling, onversion to other formats, visualization, et.). Xtl (eXeutable Tem-poral Language) [27℄ is a funtional language and tool for the desription and evalua-tion of temporal logi properties involving data values on Bg graphs. The languageenables to handle sets of states and transitions, to extrat the data values ontainedin transition labels, and to desribe the �xed point omputations underlying tempo-ral logi operators by means of forward or bakward traversals of the graph. Thesefeatures make Bg and Xtl partiularly suitable as targets for translating Rdfgraphs and Sparql queries, respetively.2http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/adp3See the online atalog at http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/adp/ase-studies4See the online atalog at http://www.inrialpes.fr/vasy/adp/softwareRR n° 7056



6 Mateesu, Meriot & Rampaek3 Translating SPARQL to XTLWe begin this setion by showing how Rdf graphs an be enoded as Ltss in theBg format, then we present the translation from Sparql to Xtl, and �nally wepropose to extend Sparql queries with new lauses allowing to hek temporal logiproperties on the nodes of Rdf graphs.3.1 Enoding RDF graphs in BCGThe direted, labeled graphs representing Rdf douments assoiate informationboth to nodes (subjets and objets) and to transition labels (prediates). TheLtss representing the state spaes of onurrent programs attah information onlyto transition labels (events or ations). Therefore, in order to onvert an Rdfgraph into an Lts, all the information attahed to the nodes must be moved intothe transition labels. A natural way of ahieving this is by onverting every edge
s

p

→ o of the Rdf graph into an edge of the form s
s p o

→ o in the Lts. This is thelassial translation from state-based models (Kripke strutures) to ation-basedmodels (Ltss) de�ned, e.g., in [7℄. It has the advantage of being suint, theresulting Lts having exatly as many states and transitions as nodes and edges inthe Rdf graph.In the Bg format, states are enoded as natural numbers and transition labelshave the form G v1...vn, where G is the name of a gate (ommuniation hannel)and v1, ..., vn are data values exhanged during ommuniation. To represent in theBg format an Lts orresponding to an Rdf graph, the harater strings denotingsubjets and objets are given unique indexes enoding states, and the transitionlabels are of the form �A s p o�, where A is a �titious gate name adopted by on-vention and s, p, o are the harater strings of the orresponding subjet, prediate,and objet. Using this enoding sheme, Rdf graphs represented in the N3 formatan be straightforwardly onverted into Ltss represented in the Bg format.3.2 Enoding SPARQL operators in XTLXtl implements various operations for manipulating sets of states, labels, and edgesof the Lts, inluding the enumeration of all elements in a set. It is also equippedwith a preproessor enabling to de�ne parameterized maros and to group theminto reusable libraries. The priniple we adopt for enoding Sparql queries in Xtlis to enumerate and display all the solutions of a relational algebrai term. Thisis illustrated in Figure 1 for the Bgp (Basi Graph Pattern) operator of Sparql,whih mathes a subset of the triples ontained in an Rdf graph by extratingtheir �elds in data variables and/or mathing them against data values. The Bgpis translated into an Xtl iteration maro BGP taking four parameters: patternINRIA



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 7ontains the three �elds of the Bgp (onstants or variable delarations); propertydenotes a boolean expression that may use the data variables extrated by the Bgp;and b1, b2 represent the bodies of the iteration, i.e., the Xtl printing statementsthat must be exeuted for eah triple mathing the Bgp and when no triple mathesthe Bgp, respetively.maro BGP (pattern, property, b1, b2) =if for E:edgeapply orfrom falseto if E -> [ A pattern where property ℄ thenlet a:ation = b1 in true end_letelsefalseend_ifend_forthennopelse
b2end_ifend_maroFigure 1: Xtl iteration maro enumerating all triples mathing a BgpThe Xtl �for� expression enumerates all edges in the graph and aumulates inan internal boolean variable (initialized to false and updated at eah iteration) thefat that a mathing edge has been enountered or not. The label of the urrentedge E, whih has the form �A s p o�, is then mathed against the pattern and theboolean property by means of the �-> [ ... ℄� label mathing operator of Xtl. Ifthe mathing sueeds, then the b1 statement (of type ation) is exeuted. The statisemantis of Xtl ensures that all data variables delared in the pattern are visibleinside the expression ontained in the � if� branh, and therefore they an be usedwithin b1. If no suessful math was enountered upon the end of the iteration (i.e.,the value of the internal variable returned by the �for� expression is false), then the

b2 statement is exeuted.The translation of a Sparql query is ompositional: eah relational operator hasa spei� Xtl iteration maro, and a query ontaining nested relational operatorsyields an appropriate nesting of the orresponding Xtl iteration maros. Table 1RR n° 7056



8 Mateesu, Meriot & Rampaekshows a simpli�ed version of the translation rules for the main relational operatorsof Sparql, by onsidering that all operands are Bgps.Table 1: (Simpli�ed) translation rules of Sparql operators into XtlOp. Sparql XtlBGP {?x ?y ?z} BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string, true, b1, b2)
{c ?y ?z} BGP (!c ?y:string ?z:string, true, b1, b2)FILTER {?x ?y ?z. BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string,

FILTER f(?x, ?y, ?z)} f(x, y, z), b1, b2)JOIN {?x ?y ?z. BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string, true,
!z ?t ?u} BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, b1, nop), nop)LJOIN {?x ?y ?z. BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string, true,
OPTIONAL{?z ?t ?u}} BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, b1, b2), nop)UNION {{?x ?y ?z} BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string, true, b1, b2)
UNION fby
{?t ?u ?v}} BGP (?t:string ?u:string ?v:string, true, b1, b2)The two examples of Bgps show how variable delarations and onstants aretranslated into Xtl label patterns using the �?� and the �!� notations, respetively.Here we onsider that all �elds are of string type, but Xtl an reognize also label�elds of other types (booleans, integers, reals, et.). When the Bgp is equippedwith a FILTER lause, the boolean expression f(?x, ?y, ?z) is passed as the propertyparameter to the Xtl iteration maro. The JOIN operator yields a nested iteration,the invoation of the BGP iteration maro for the seond triple being passed asbody b1 to the invoation of the BGP maro for the �rst iteration. The �eld z1 onwhih the join takes plae, whih was extrated by the �rst BGP maro, is usedas a onstant value in the seond BGP maro. The LJOIN (left join) operator istranslated similarly, exept that the body b2 is not set to the empty ation nop,but onsists in printing empty slots instead of the �elds of the seond triple. TheUNION operator is translated as the sequential omposition of the two BGP iterationmaros.Finally, the iteration bodies b1, b2 are derived from the SELECT projetion oper-ator present at the top of eah Sparql query, whih indiates the list of variablesto be printed as the result of the query. This is illustrated below by the translationof an LJOIN query in Xtl:Sparql SELECT ?x ?t WHERE { ?x ?y ?z . OPTIONAL { ?z ?t ?u } }Xtl BGP (?x:string ?y:string ?z:string, true,BGP (!z ?t:string ?u:string, true, print (x, t), print (x, " ")), nop)INRIA



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 9The body b1 of the seond BGP iteration maro prints the values of variables
x and t assigned at eah iteration, whereas the body b2 prints the value of x andan empty slot orresponding to the situation when no Rdf triple mathes the Bgpspei�ed by the OPTIONAL lause.Optimizations. The Xtl iteration maro shown in Figure 1 an be optimizedwhenever the subjet or the objet �eld in pattern has a �xed value (either a onstant,or a variable extrated by an enlosing iteration maro). In this ase, the iterationis no more performed on all edges E, but only on those edges going out of thesubjet node or oming to the objet node. Xtl provides speialized operators forperforming these iterations e�iently (originally devised for the evaluation of modallogi operators), by translating them in terms of the iteration operators provided bythe Bg libraries.3.3 Adding temporal logi propertiesOne a Sparql query is translated into an Xtl expression, it is very easy to extendit with strutural properties on the Rdf graph, expressed, e.g., as temporal logiformulas. The Cadp toolbox provides Xtl libraries [27℄ enoding the operators(extended with data) of several branhing-time logis, suh as Hml [17℄, Atl [28℄,and fragments of the modal µ-alulus [22℄.The basi idea is to onstrain further the Sparql query by assoiating tempo-ral properties to the subjets and objets ourring in Bgps in a way similar tothe FILTER lause. To this purpose, we de�ne the additional lauses S-PROP andO-PROP, whih assoiate temporal properties to subjets and objets, respetively.A subjet or objet onstrained by the S-PROP or O-PROP lause an be part ofthe query solution i� its orresponding node satis�es the temporal logi propertyevaluated on the Rdf graph. The syntati extension of the Bgps of Sparql withthe S-PROP and O-PROP lauses and its translation in Xtl are shown below.Sparql { ?s ?p ?o . S-PROP P . O-PROP Q }Xtl BGP (?s:string ?p:string ?o:string,(soure (E) among P ) and (target (E) among Q), b1, b2)The S-PROP P lause amounts to hek that the subjet node (i.e., the sourenode of the urrent triple E) belongs to the set of nodes produed by evaluatingthe temporal formula P . The O-PROP Q lause has a symmetri interpretation interms of the target node. P and Q are Xtl expressions of type stateset (i.e., theydenote sets of nodes in the Rdf graph) that are syntatially opied in the propertyparameter of the Xtl iteration maro.The data handling features of Xtl enable to go beyond lassial temporal logis,for instane by allowing the formula P to use the data values extrated by the BgpRR n° 7056



10 Mateesu, Meriot & Rampaekand stored in the s, p, o variables. For example, the extended Bgp below expressesthe existene of a yle of unknown length going from the objet of a triple bak tothe subjet of the same triple:{ ?s ?p ?o . O-PROP EF_A (true, Dia (EVAL_A (A _ _ !s), true)) }The Xtl formula in the O-PROP lause ombines the potentiality operator EFαof Atl, whih states the existene of a sequene of 0 or more transitions labeledby ations satisfying α (here α is true, meaning that we impose no onstraint ontransition labels) and the Hml diamond modality 〈A _ _ !s〉true, whih states theexistene of a transition going out from the urrent state (i.e., the last state of thesequene mathed by the EF operator) and labeled by a triple with objet s (thetwo other �elds are ignored, being mathed by the wildards '_'). Eah temporalor modal operator is implemented by an Xtl funtion (suh as EF_A and Dia)returning the set of graph nodes satisfying it. The EVAL_A(a) maro operatorstands for { L:label where L -> [ a ℄ }, the set of transition labels satisfying apattern a.The inevitability operator AFα ofAtl allows the spei�ation of branhing-timeproperties haraterizing subtrees of theRdf graph. For example, the extended Bgpbelow mathes all triples for whih all sequenes going out of their subjet node lead,after a �nite number of steps, to an objet v:{ ?s ?p ?o . S-PROP AF_A (true, Dia (EVAL_A (A _ _ !v), true)) }Other kinds of temporal properties an be spei�ed by using various operatorswithin the S-PROP and O-PROP lauses. For instane, the �xed point operators ofmodal µ-alulus an be used to enode sequenes mathing regular expressions oromplex yles, whih are expressible within the µ-alulus fragments of alternation1 and 2, respetively [13℄.4 Performane MeasuresWe arried out several experiments in order to study the behaviour of our Bg andXtl-based query evaluation approah w.r.t. dediated Sparql evaluation engines.As andidate for omparison, we hose the Arq engine used by the Jena SemantiWeb framework for Java developed by Hp Labs5. To obtain Rdf graphs of inreas-ing size, we used the Lubm benhmark6 [16℄, whih enables to generate randomlynew ontologies in Owl starting from a basi ontology representing a university.5http://jena.soureforge.net6http://swat.se.lehigh.edu/projets/lubm INRIA



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 11Table 2: Sizes of the Rdf graphs used in query evaluation experiments
N Graph size N3 size Bg size Rationodes edges (MB) (MB) (%)1 26 476 102 741 6.59 3.81 57.83 84 720 346 813 22.27 12.72 57.19 278 456 1 159 196 74.50 42.39 56.827 881 828 3 687 700 238.61 136.72 57.2Given a number N of universities, Lubm generates N Owl �les ontaining randomvariations of the basi ontology. These N �les were merged and onverted using theCwm tool7 into a single Rdf �le in the N3 format, whih was subsequently enodedin the Bg format. Table 2 gives the numbers of nodes and edges of the Rdf graphsobtained for inreasing values of N and ompares the sizes of the orresponding �les.The Bg format is almost two times more ompat than the N3 format.On eah Rdf graph, we heked several Sparql queries involving various alge-brai operators, some of them being based on the example queries ontained in theLubm benhmark. All experiments were performed on a 2.2 GHz Cpu, 1 GBytemahine running Linux. The results are shown in Figure 2. The �rst three pitures(a), (b), () ompare the times of evaluating requests made of Bgps, JOIN, andUNION operators by using Arq on the N3 �les and Xtl on the Bg �les. For large�les, we observe that Arq beomes inreasingly faster than Xtl. However, thequasi-totality of the evaluation time using Xtl is taken by the initial phase of load-ing the neessary information from the Bg �le into memory, illustrated in piture(d) by evaluating an empty request. By omparing piture (d) with pitures (a),(b), and (), we see that the time taken by Xtl for the pure evaluation of queriesis omparable with the time taken by Arq.We an therefore take advantage of the fat that we an group several queriesinto the same Xtl program, whih enables to perform the loading a single time. Thee�et of grouping is illustrated by piture (e), whih ompares the time of evaluatingall Xtl queries (grouped into a single program) and the sum of the times taken byArq to evaluate eah individual query. We notie a derease of the di�erene intime w.r.t. Arq when the number of queries in the group inreases, the two toolsbeoming equally e�ient when the Xtl �le ontains about 10 requests.Finally, Piture (f) shows the memory onsumption, whih is almost independentfrom the type of query. Xtl is less memory-onsuming than Arq an all examples,7http://www.w3.org/2000/10/swap/do/wmRR n° 7056



12 Mateesu, Meriot & Rampaekthe two tools exhibiting a quasi-linear variation of the memory with the size of theRdf �les.
(a) (b)
() (d)
(e) (f)Figure 2: Performane measures using Arq on N3 �les and Xtl on Bg �les5 Conlusion and Future WorkWe proposed an approah for evaluating queries on large Rdf graphs by reusingthe veri�ation tehnology available from the domain of onurrent systems. Ourapproah involves two aspets: an enoding ofRdf graphs as state spaes in the Bgformat used by the Cadp veri�ation toolbox, and a translation of Sparql queriesin the Xtl language dediated to the exploration of Bg graphs. This provides aINRIA



Extending SPARQL with Temporal Logi 13natural way of extending Sparql with the possibility of evaluating temporal logiproperties haraterizing sequenes, subtrees, and/or yles in the Rdf graph, andmore generally with the ability to perform arbitrary graph explorations desribedin Xtl.The experiments we arried out on medium and large Rdf graphs have shownthat the performanes obtained by using Bg and Xtl are omparable with thoseof the Arq evaluation engine dediated to Sparql. The inreased expressivenessbrought by the temporal logi operators available in the Xtl libraries of Cadpgoes beyond existing work, whih mainly foused on extending Sparql with thedetetion of sequenes mathing regular expressions.Our work an be ontinued along several diretions. First, the translation toXtlan be extended in order to over the whole Sparql language, and not only thebasi relational algebrai operators we shown in Setion 3.2. Seond, the translationshould be further automated and experimented on other examples of domain-spei�Rdf graphs. Finally, it would be interesting to study the lasses of temporal logiproperties that are most useful for analyzing Rdf graphs.AknowledgementsWe are grateful to Jér�me Euzenat (Inria / Exmo projet-team) for useful disus-sions and for providing numerous soures of Rdf graphs.Referenes[1℄ Serge Abiteboul, Dallan Quass, Jason MHugh, Jennifer Widom, and Janet L.Wiener. The lorel query language for semistrutured data. International Jour-nal on Digital Libraries, 1(1):68�88, 1997.[2℄ Faisal Alkhateeb, Jean-François Baget, and Jér�me Euzenat. Extending sparqlwith regular expression patterns (for querying rdf). Web Semantis, 7(2):57�73,2009.[3℄ Anders Berglund, Sott Boag, Don Chamberlin, Mary F. Fernández, MihaelKay, Jonathan Robie, and Jér�me Siméon. Xml path language (xpath) 2.0.W3 reommendation, World Wide Web Consortium, 2007.[4℄ T. Berners-Lee. A readable language for data on the web. W3 reommendation,World Wide Web Consortium, 2006.[5℄ Tim Berners-Lee, James Hendler, and Ora Lassila. The semanti web. Sienti�Amerian Magazine, 2001.RR n° 7056
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